What is Es Devlin’s “Conference of the Trees”?
Inspired by Richard Power’s Pulitzer Prize winning novel, “The Overstory,” “Conference of the
Trees” is an experiential exhibition of living, breathing trees, created by award-winning artist
Es Devlin for The New York Times Climate Hub. Planted in The Think Tank, a temporary forest
of 197 trees and plants will represent the 197 countries that have ratified the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. As in Powers’s novel, where the trees are the
protagonists while humans form the subplot, this “conference of trees” creates a parallel
gathering of trees, bearing witness to the talks, debates and events taking place around them.
Following the event, The New York Times will donate the trees to serve as part of the collective
legacy of Climate Hub. The trees and plants will be replanted in Scotland as part of a native
public garden, established in cooperation between SWG3 and The New York Times.
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09:00 – 09:15

Welcome

09:15 - 09:40

Panel: Forming Partnerships With Schools in the Global South

The disparity in education between the Global North and South is a major focus for the U.N.’s Sustainable
Development Goals. The difference in pupil-teacher ratios underlines how wide a gap exists: in North America,
there is one teacher per fourteen pupils, while in Sub-Saharan Africa, there is one teacher for around 40. This
inequality is a major driver of education poverty and, until now, partnerships have had a limited impact o n closing
the gap. However, with the pandemic revolutionizing global platforms for teaching, learning and assessment,
greater opportunities have opened up. Join us on November 5 for a practical exploration of when, why and how
schools in the Global North can form effective partnerships with the Global South.
David Hope-Jones
Samantha Hunt
Tom Sherrington
Saku Tuominen

Chief Executive, Scotland Malawi Partnership
Deputy Headteacher, Sandhurst School
Education Consultant and Author, Teacherhead Consulting
Entrepreneur, Author, Keynote Speaker and Founder, HundrED

09:40 – 10:20

Headteachers’ Tactics: How Schools Can Prepare Their Students for a Changing
Climate

This session invites headteachers from around the U.K. to discuss how they plan to develop a climate and
sustainability culture in their schools, and how this new frontier of education could become a source of attraction
for future generations of students. How can schools prepare their students for the climate emergency, and ensure
that they go on to make a difference in their jobs and personal lives? What would an interdisciplinary approach to
climate education look like? If these questions form a new set of education criteria and expectations, how can
schools start embedding them into their curriculums?
Robin Macpherson
Sophie Lambin
Therese Andrews
Jane Lunnon

Head of College, Robert Gordon’s College
Founder and CEO, Kite Insights
Director of Curriculum Innovation, Thomas’s Battersea Senior School
Head, Alleyn’s School

10:20 – 11:00

Creating a Research Informed Manifesto for Education for Environmental
Sustainability

Come together and learn from a research project involving universities, schools, teachers, and students
from across the U.K., working together to reimagine environmental education. Focusing on practical ideas
for the classroom, school and wider community, the work done in this session will share significant insights
with relevance for policymaking in the U.K. and beyond.
Lynda Dunlop
Elizabeth Rushton

Senior Lecturer, University of York Science Education Group
Lecturer, King’s College London

11:00 – 11:15

Break

11:15 – 12:00

The U.N.’s Decade of Education for Sustainable Development: Is It Working?

Key among the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals is the educational aim “to ensure that all learners acquire
the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development” (part of SDG4), yet research suggests that
global programs may be far less effective than we think. What can we learn from analyzing the U.N.’s progress to
date, and what can we take away from emerging research? In this session, we will look at Scotland’s approach to
implementing SDG4 and consider what the global evidence base tells us about the effectiveness of Education for
Sustainable Development.
Robin Macpherson
Barry Fisher
Isabella Stuart Grey

Head of College, Robert Gordon’s College
Chief Executive, Keep Scotland Beautiful
Co-Founder, Scottish Eco Clubs Unite

12:00 – 12:45

From Climate Change to Change-Making: Firing Up Youth Activism

The School Strike for Climate movement highlights just how significant youth leadership can be in driving forward
the sustainability agenda. How can we, as educators, encourage positive activism an d critical thinking in our
pupils? This live Q&A session brings teachers and lecturers together with prominent teenage activists from across
the world to ask questions, understand the power of youth agency and learn how to create more opportunities for
grassroots change-making.
Sophia Kianni
Peter Higgins

Founder and Executive Director, Climate Cardinals
Professor of Outdoor, Environmental and Sustainability Education, University of
Edinburgh
Hannah Testa
Founder, Hannah4Change
Anish Subramaniam
Pupil, Robert Gordon’s College
Charlotte Muller-Stuart Climate Activist and Member, Generation Climate Initiative

12:45 – 13:30

Future-Proofing Pupils: Preparing Students for Work in a Changing World

It is often said that the last decade’s most in-demand jobs did not exist a generation ago, but this is not a new
problem; the issue dates back to at least the 1950s. Yet as technology rapidly accelerates and climate change
impacts on populations and their economies, how can educators keep pace with our changing world? How can we
strategically plan for an unknown future, and is the current curriculum fit for purpose? Join educ ators,
policymakers, and commentators as we explore answers.
Prof Dave Reay
Tom Bennett
Rose Luckin
Alan Mahon
Chris van der Kuyl

Chair in Carbon Management and Education, University of Edinburgh
Founder, researched
Professor of Learner Centred Design, UCL Knowledge Lab
Co-Founder and Chief Purpose Office, Brewgooder
Co-Founder and Chairman, 4J Studios

13:30 – 14:15

Lunch

14:15 – 15:00

Teaching Critical Thinking in an Age of Misinformation

Developing critical thinking in students is one of the greatest challenges educators face, particularly when exam
systems prize knowledge and procedural skills over originality and critical thinking. Yet, to be able to navigate
the debate and research around climate change and sustainability, students need to be able to scrutinize
evidence, deconstruct arguments, sift propaganda, and make decisions for themselves. How can teachers do
more to help students develop these vital skills? Join our guest speakers, all of whom have written about
learning myths in education.
Iain Anderson
Pedro de Bruyckere
Zubeda Limbada
Donald Martin

Executive Chairman, Cicero/AMO
Educational Scientist, Artevelde University of Applied Sciences
Founding Director, Connect Futures
Editor, The Herald and Herald on Sunday

15:00 – 15:40

Reboot the Future: How Do We Move Faster, Together?

Climate change does not discriminate by voting preference, and if it is to be slowed, people on different ends of
the political spectrum need to learn to work together — fast. Reboot the Future brings together senior business
leaders, schools, and young activists to seek synergies, increase understanding, and foster collaborative action.
This fascinating session, presented by Reboot the Future, facilitates a live discussion between three business
leaders and three young activists, providing unique insight and a model of civil discourse you can apply in your
own classroom.

Molly Fannon
Anthony Bennett
Jeremy Oppenheim

CEO, UN Live
CEO, Reboot the Future
Founder and Senior Partner, SYSTEMIQ

15:40 – 15:55

Break

15:55 – 16:25

Climate Tech Will Be Bigger Than the Internet Revolution

Across the world, climate-conscious young people are graduating from universities highly uncertain about their
professional futures. At the same time, companies like Tesla are gaining ascendancy, while many promising
climate tech companies fall under the mainstream radar. How can professors and teachers prove to students
that their professional fortunes can be found by working to prevent carbon emissions, rather than by growing
social networks or improving search? How can we show that we are poised for a climate tech takeover that
could eclipse the success of digital revolution powerhouses like Facebook and Google? And how can we
demonstrate that the most certain path to a fulfilling life, meaningful career and economic prosperity lies in
climate tech? Learn how to inspire your students to see their generation as post-digital, pre-net zero and
instrumental to transforming the future.
Aaron Cohen

Co-Founder and Chairman, Therma°

16:25 – 17:25

Explore: Urban Nature Teacher CPD

The national learning program for the Urban Nature Project, empowers young people to become advocates for
the planet by taking action through science. This session will take a hands-on approach to increasing teacher
knowledge and confidence in the scientific background and process of urban nature research, as well as best
practices in outdoor learning to support the curriculum. Learn how to successfully take young people outdoors,
understand the benefits of learning at a museum site and get to grips with different identification and sampling
tools to get your students excited about conducting their own investigations.
Lauren Hyams
Dr Laura Soul

Head of Urban Nature Activities, Natural History Museum
Manager, National Learning Programs, Natural History Museum

17:25 – 17:30

Close

